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NOTICE FOR STUDENTS

Sub.: NEW INITIATIVE OF MCKVIE TO BUILD A STRONGER NATION

Entrepreneurship development is a new initiative in India which encourages a spirit of organizing business and managing business for betterment of self as well as the Nation. This can fulfill the dreams of engineer who becomes an entrepreneur to utilize his capabilities in a different way than that of a service which in turn accelerates economic growth.

Entrepreneurship in small and medium scale industries is playing a major role in development of India. So MCKVIE felt that the culture of entrepreneurship needs to be imbibed to the curriculum, so that, they can set up business and run it efficiently, if they desire to do so.

This requires different skill sets and different knowledge including translating innovative ideas into reality, finance, good communications and leadership qualities etc. MCKVIE has taken a lead in this area and signed an agreement with National Entrepreneurship Network (NEN) to promote and organize several events, programs, courses etc. on entrepreneurship development in the coming semester onwards. MCKVIE is introducing regular optional classes for the students interested to learn this new avenue. The non-credit course in this regard will be provided to all the registered students from 1st year onwards.

To avail these benefits, interested students can submit their details (Name, Roll No., Contact No., E-mail id.) to - director@mckvie.edu.in by 16th Aug’16. For any clarification you may contact the Faculty Co-ordinator, Dr. Manik Chandra Das, AUE Department (Mob:-9432149453).
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